foundations of the robust behavior. Therefore, our focus in this paper is only on question how the oscillating system which is basically stochastic, and is inherently influenced by internal and external perturbations, can maintain its functioning? Therefore, instead to develop an accurate quantitative model of substances exchange between cells, we are rather interested for formalization of the basic shape of the process, and creating the appropriate strategy that allows further investigation of synchronization induced by fluctuations of intra-and inter-cellular environmental parameters. In Section 2, we give a short overview of general mechanism for substances exchange between two bacterial cells, representing cooperative communication process. Further, we identify main parameters of the process and derive a system of two coupled logistic equations as an appropriate model of the given process. In Section 3 we investigate synchronization of the model and its sensitivity to fluctuations of environmental parameters. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
(see, for example Purves, et al. (2003) ) as is seen in Figure 1 , which is adopted as a scheme of intercellular exchange model we proposed in this paper.
Signaling molecules are ones which are deliberately extracted by the cell into intracellular environment, and which can affect behavior of other cells of the same or different type (species or phenotype) by means of active uptake and subsequent changes in genetic regulations. They can be excreted as either a side product of other metabolic processes, or as purposefully synthesized and transported from the cell. Once appeared in intercellular environment, they can be transported to other cells that can be affected. Let us note that the term environment, in this paper, comprises both (i) intracellular environment (inside the cell) and (ii) intercellular environment (that surrounds cells). Since active uptake is one of the milestones of the process, a very important factor in establishing communication is a current set of receptors and transporters in cellular membrane, during the communication process. At the same time they constitute backbone of the whole process, while simultaneously are very important source of perturbations of the process due to protein disorder and intrinsic noise. As a result, the process of exchange is constantly under inherent fluctuations of the aforementioned parameters. Another important factor is intercellular environment which could interfere with the process of exchange. It includes: distance between cells, mechanical and dynamical properties of the fluid which serves as a channel for exchange and various abiotic and biotic factors influencing physiology of the involved cells. Finally, in order to define exchange process as communication, received molecules should induce change in genetic regulations. Signaling molecules can influence production of a number of different genes but synthesis of molecules that are able to directly or indirectly affect production of arriving signals is necessity, to call this process a communication. Therefore, concentration of signaling molecules inside of the cell, that are destined to be extracted, can serve as an indicator of dynamics of the whole process of communication. These signaling molecules can be either the same for all i n v ol v e d c e l l s o r t h e y c a n b e d i f f e r e n t , a c t i n g d i r e c tl y o r i n d i r e c tl y o n production of arriving signals.
Additionally, the influence of affinity in functioning of living systems is also an important issue. It can be divided into following aspects: (a1) affinity of genetic regulators towards arriving signals which determine intensity of cellular response and (a2) affinity for uptake of signaling molecules. First aspect is genetically determined and therefore species specific. Second aspect is more complex and is influenced by: affinity of receptors to binding specific signaling molecule, number of active receptor and their conformational fluctuations (protein disorder). 
Model philosophy
MODELING THE EXCHANGE OF SIGNALLING MOLECULES
The map, h represents the flow of materials from cell to cell, and () hx and () hy are defined by a map that can be approximated by a power map,
( )~q h y cy .
If ( )~p h x cx and ( )~q h y cy , the interaction is expressed as a nonlinear coupling between two cells. The dynamics of intracellular behavior is expressed as a logistic map (e.g., (Deverney, 1986; Gunji & Kamiura, 2004) ), 
with notation 1 L(X ) ( (1 ) (1 ), (1 ) (
where X (,)
n nn xy is a vector representing concentration of signaling molecules inside of the cell, while P ( X) n denotes stimulative coupling influence of members of the system which is here restricted only to positive numbers in the interval (0,1). The starting point 0 X is determined so that ( 
Analysis of the Coupled Maps Representing the Intercellular

Exchange of Substances Using Methods of Non Linear Dynamics
In order to further investigate the behavior of the coupled maps, we perform a numerical analysis of the coupled system (6) throuhg its parameters c , r and p , using the largest Lyapunov exponet and cross sample entropy as measures of the chaotic behaviour and border between synchronized and nonsynchronized system states in intercellular exchange of substances. 
Here, we define In this subsection we further consider the behavior of coupling, and estimate how a coupled map system can achieve synchronization in intercellular exchange of substances depending on parameter c 
Entropy of the system of the coupled maps (6)
Estimation of the system of coupled maps (6) 
Conclusions
In this paper, our focus is on modeling synchronization in intercellular exchange of substances. We gave a short overview of general mechanism for substances exchange between two cells, representing cooperative communication process. We identified main parameters of the process and 
. 
